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IDENTITY
The photographic portrait is a powerful tool we use to control how we are perceived by others. Photographer Bud Kibby’s portrait-making process attempts to cut through his internal biases to embrace an individual’s vision of themselves. Start a discussion about internal bias in how we perceive other people through photographs.

CHEMISTRY
The traditional tintype process involves a light-sensitive collodion emulsion containing suspended silver halide crystals coated on a thin sheet of metal and treated with a potassium cyanide fixative. Learn more about this process and how science changed the medium of photography.

HISTORY
Developed in the mid-1800s, the tintype process was one of the first quick and affordable photographic processes and greatly increased accessibility to the medium. See early tintype portraits in this exhibition and discover the ties between photography, a burgeoning middle class, and self-representation.

MORE INFORMATION
You can find additional learning resources related to the history and science of tintypes, self-representation, implicit bias in photography, and more on gvsu.edu/artgallery along with links to discussion prompts and other activities. The Art Gallery staff welcomes collaboration. Connect with us to develop content for your classroom today.
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